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Introduction
If you're like most guys, even great porn gets old fast.  The constant search for new exciting smut that
makes you horny can seem like a full time job.  That's why massive porn networks like Producer Pass
are great finds.  With thousands of hardcore XXX DVDs online at the same time, your penis can always
salute something new!

Adult Review
If you're a frustrated porn consumer who needs to tighten his wallet but still occasionally likes to loosen his belt, then it's high
time you started looking for a mega porn value where the total amount of smut you pay for far exceeds the dent it makes
against your net worth.  A great find is the all inclusive membership to Producer Pass, where a total of 17 hardcore adult
DVD archives are available for one reasonable monthly price.
  
  Like everything sexual, Producer Pass knows that variety is what savvy surfers demand, so expect to see loads of filthy
niches offered by each of its member sites. Whether you're into hardcore DP tag teams, dirty interracial sex, or the more
sensual POV porn technique, this site has you covered from the get go.
  
  There are over 1170 full length kinky DVDs online and ready for download at Producer Pass.  All of the movies have been
separated into their individual porn scenes so you can pick and choose the best of the best without having to wait for the
whole hardcore DVD to load.  Best of all no DRM is used so everything that you do download is yours to keep.  That's an
awesome deal, especially when you consider that all of the scenes are available in 640 x 480 resolution WMV files, which
makes them really close in quality to a real DVD setup.
  
  There are several different price points offered by Producer Pass, but the best deal is the platinum level pass that you can
sign up for monthly or at a discounted rate for 6 months.  6 months may be a bit too long, especially because none of the sites
that make up Producer Pass have updated with a new DVD in the last two months.  But with this much porn already online
there's still great value to be found, so this porn network of hardcore sex sites won't be a waste of your time

Porn Summary
Is bigger always better?  Porn networks may cum and go, but the thousands of kinky adult films at Producer Pass will make
you say WHOA! The site isn't the most original, but in the bang for your buck category it does a nice job.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'DVD Dump Site At A Cheap Price'
Quality: 80  Updates: 79 Exclusive: 75 Interface: 81
Support: 70 Unique: 72    Taste: 83        Final: 79

Porn Sites Included
Black Lesbian Divas (78) ,Fresh Foxes (78) ,Gangbang Booty (77) ,Adult  Video Access (77) ,POV Lust (77) ,Mother
Fucking Whores (76) ,Big Ass Busters (75) ,Bang My Big Tits (75) ,Anal Hitters (75) ,Filthy Latin Whores (74) 

Porn Niches
Fetish, Hardcore, Massive, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.97 Preview: 3 Days for $3.97 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
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Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 1,170
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